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THE RESTORATION AMENDMENT (statute):
THE POLITICAL PROGRAM FOR PATRIOTS AND
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES
Broadsheet #2 (Intro to the Justice System)

To: EDUCATORS AND PRO-CANNABIS RIGHTS CAMPAIGNERS!
QUESTION: “Of what relevance to pro-Cannabis campaigners and websites is the Democracy
Defined Campaign for Restoration of the Constitutional Rule of Law?”
ANSWER: “Installation of THE RESTORATION AMENDMENT (statute) enables complete
Relegalisation of Cannabis Cultivation, Trade, Possession and Uses.”
The Democracy Defined Campaign is supported by people of the highest professional quality:
an Economics Nobel Laureate, former official government advisers, academics, attorneys, doctors
(of jurisprudence, medicine, psychiatry, homeopathy and philosophy) and judges (U.S. & U.K.) lay
their professional reputation and life’s work on the line to give written endorsement support to
Kenn d’Oudney and Joanna d’Oudney’s work.
THE CANNABIS BIOMASS ENERGY EQUATION is unprecedented. With diagrams
and straightforward explanation, the CBEE proves the clean-combusting production-cost-free,
i.e., FREE, cannabis by-product pyrolytic CH3OH is the immediate non-polluting, renewable, total
world replacement for fossils and uranium, whilst macro-cultivation simultaneously significantly
increases world production of staple seed food (protein-rich; no relaxant in seed). The CBEE
exposes the bankowner-corporate-government monumental ulterior motive behind fraudulent
‘prohibition’; a venal, cartel-fabricated subterfuge; a false fuel-energy MONOPOLY.
Whether or not you believe in global warming, there is NO net increase in atmospheric CO2
from using cannabis for fuel. Regarding carbon dioxide released by combustion of cannabis
methanol / cannabis fuel-oil / jet fuel, a greater quantity of carbon is re-absorbed from the
atmosphere by growth of the next cannabis crops in cultivation for: non-combusted staple food;
medication; relaxant; clothing/textiles; paper and newsprint; building-materials (Isochanvre ©);
timber-substitutes; plastics-resource, etc. See Chemical Equation for complete (i.e., clean)
combustion of cannabis-methanol: 2CH3OH + 3O2 → 2CO2 + 4H2O.
Three molecules of oxygen (3 O2) are required for every two molecules of methanol
(2 CH3OH) in order that combustion of the latter will be complete. Any higher proportion of O2
will be an excess; combustion will also be complete, and some unused O2 will remain1.
1 Confirmation of the cannabis-methanol chemical equation provided by Professor Norman Logan, Ph.D., Adviser to NASA on
the Chemistry of Propellants at the time of the Apollo Moon Program, Professor of Chemistry at Nottingham University.

Implementation of the Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation initiates an all-encompassing,
immediate stabilising influence on the ‘greenhouse effect’ of Global Warming:
1.) by reducing to zero, the world fuel-combustion component of overall carbon dioxide
atmospheric increase, and 2.) by subtracting from atmospheric CO2 whenever cannabis is
utilised as resource to non-combusted products (see list in previous paragraph).

EXONERATIVE FINDINGS OF FACT: With source attribution to official research
documents provided, the medico-scientific Conclusions of government-funded clinical studies
conducted by world-respected research and academic institutions into non-toxic, non-addictive
natural herb cannabis (differentiated from pharmaceutical laboratory toxic product THC)
exonerate cannabis from all allegations of ‘harm’ and ‘impairment’ (including tests on simulated
driving) exempting cannabis from all legislative criteria of control (‘prohibition’).
Irrefutable official expert documentary evidence: i.e., legal, academic, scientific, technical,
medical, economic, social, philosophical, criminological evidence, and that which is based on
grounds of Equity, vindicates all private cultivation, trade, possession and uses. Evidence exposes
massive ulterior motive, perjury and venality behind faux ‘legislation’ of control (‘prohibition’),
acts of enforcement constituting crime per se. All citizens persecuted thereunder are due (overdue)
Amnesty and Restitution (as for other Wrongful Penalisation).
MEDICATION: Efficacious in over 100 adverse medical conditions (viz. Official Pharmacopoeias)
including applications which are life-saving, preserve eyesight, are Curative and/or Preventive with
potential cheaply to replace numerous lines of lucrative but ineffective, debilitating, addictive,
toxic pharmaceuticals, a colossal financial government-corporate ulterior revenue and profit
motive (trillions) is established behind apocryphal prohibition by perjurious derogation. Another
money-motivated illegal subterfuge is embodied in prohibition ‘legislation’. + Medical Case Histories.
RESTORATION: JUSTICE AND THE CONSTITUTION sets out the Constitution’s Rule of Law.
It exposes ineptitude and injustice in the current statists’ unethical, illegal ‘justice process’.
The Constitution creates an equitable rule of law with a level ‘playing field’ by making all men and
women (including the head of state, government functionaries, judges, personnel and employees)
equal and subject to the same rule of law as everyone else. No one is ‘above’ the rule of law. The
Great Charter explicitly removes ‘immunity from prosecution’ from those who form or work for
our administrative government, rendering them equally liable to be arraigned cost-free by single or
multiple private plaintiffs at Trial by Jury, for Crime*; viz. Articles Thirty-Six, Forty and Sixty-One.
*Definition. Crime is defined as any act of injustice committed with malice aforethought; mens rea (pronounced ray-uh).
Any ‘act’ means not only legislation but also physical acts.

This Campaign focuses on The Restoration Amendment Program (ref. website) to restore the
rule of law, empowering the People to govern and guide our administrations (‘governments’) through
the supreme sovereign authority of the People to decide their laws and liberties for themselves through
Constitutional Trial and Annulment by Jury, the sole legitimate justice system for deciding all causes
(lawsuits), civil, criminal and fiscal, comprising the supreme legislature and judiciary of the realm.
PROHIBITION: THE PROGENITOR OF CRIME. Relegalised, cannabis grows anywhere: the
benign herb’s foliage and flowers come free or at an insignificant price, but yielding no revenues to
government and no profits to corporations. However, prohibition creates the Black Market: the
Economic Effects of Prohibition (scarcity + enforcement, etc.) augment “street” value by 3000% plus,
making all Black Market associated crime inevitable.
“To cause crime to occur is to be accountable for the crime, morally and legally. To consent to
any measure is to share responsibility for its results.”
The political commodities’ prohibition, the War on Drugs, rather that is to say, the politicians who
pass and the judiciaries who maintain the legislation engender (cause) and are culpable for a
significant proportion of all crimes (official statistics) throughout the West.
DERELICTION OF DUTY: Continuing Failure to relegalise cannabis and to implement the
Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation implicates judiciary and politicians in criminal conspiracy (racket; U.S.).
The above thesis with source material attribution, pyrolysis fuel-conversion DIAGRAMS, and ENDORSEMENTS
is in CANNABIS: THE FACTS, HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE LAW, THE REPORT ISBN 978-1-902848-21-1
Picture on front page: Hellenic Greece of the Constitution of government by Trial by Jury received from
the Athenians the defining epithet, Democracy, demokratia. Etymology, definition; see Chapter One,
DEMOCRACY DEFINED: The Manifesto ISBN 978-1-902848-26-6.

Visit our website and join (gratis) THE DEMOCRACY DEFINED CAMPAIGN MEMBERSHIP
https://www.democracydefined.org/democracydefinedmembership.htm

